Whether you’re hitting the books at the campus coffee shop, or hitting the streets on the weekend, you need a smartphone that’s intelligent enough to keep up—and help you keep in touch. Squeeze in some much-needed social networking between classes. Watch vibrant videos during your morning commute. Listen to streaming video in immersive surround sound while you study for finals.

Hold every moment of your life in the highest regard.

**Key Features**
- Refined and Evolved Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich)
- Fast 4G LTE Network and 1 GB of RAM
- Expressive QuickMemo™
- 5 MP Camera with Time Catch Shot, Cheese Shutter, HDR, and Panorama
- True-to-Life 1080p HD Recording
- VideoWiz Adds Music and Themes to Videos
- Take Still Pictures while Recording Video at the Same Time
- Up to 8GB Internal User Memory
- Durable 3.5” Corning® Gorilla® Glass Touch Screen

**Specifications**
- Technology: CDMA, LTE
- Frequencies: 1.9 GHz CDMA PCS, 800 MHz CDMA, 1.7/2.1 GHz AWS
- Data Transmission: LTE, EVDO, 1xRTT
- Processor: 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
- Display: 16.7M Color TFT, 480 x 320 pixels, 3.5”
- Dimensions: 4.37” (H) x 2.39” (W) x 0.45” (D)
- Weight: 4.72 oz.
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Dedicated to durability.

With the strong yet sensitive Corning® Gorilla® Glass Touch Screen protecting the 3.5” display, LG Optimus Regard is ready to be your most trusted companion through all of your everyday adventures. It gives you the confidence to play harder and make the most of every exciting moment.

Change scenes faster.

Turn your dorm into a concert hall with seamless streaming audio. Transform your lunch break into a social hour with buffer-free video chat. And escape to your living room no matter where you are with Live TV. LG Optimus Regard gives you the power to do more, faster, with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4G LTE performance. It’s sure to keep you entertained, even while living life on the go.

Good life.
Great memories.

Unforgettable photo ops can pop up anywhere. From an unexpected afternoon at the beach, to impromptu karaoke night with friends, life is full of surprises — and with the LG Optimus Regard’s 5 MP camera with flash, you can capture and share every moment in high-resolution clarity. Film your exploits as you explore the city. Extract still photos of your favorite scenes while recording video. And create new memories when you video chat via the front-facing VGA camera.

Continuous Shot captures multiple images in a row, so you can choose the best image.

Time Catch Shot captures the moment before you press the button.

Panorama Shot lets you capture incredible panoramic views, by pressing one button and panning while the camera does the rest.

"Cheese" Shutter lets you take a picture by simply saying ‘cheese!’

Show your artistic side.

Send a map to the intermural kickball game, and sketch your own parking directions. Turn photos from the game into your own masterpieces with hand-drawn doodles. And write down the numbers of the new friends you meet, right on your phone screen. With QuickMemo, your phone becomes your virtual memo pad, letting you record every idea using only your finger and a little imagination.

Behind the scenes.

Record every on-campus adventure in full 1080p HD. Add music and themes to your favorite videos or series of pictures with Video Wiz editing. And create your own soundtrack with playback in cinematic Dolby® Mobile surround sound. Then, turn your movie into a big-screen event when you share on a larger display with SmartShare (sharing with DLNA™).

Pan the scenery and Optimus Regard will do the rest.

Immerse yourself in cinematic surround sound with top-quality audio via Dolby Mobile.

Every day is full of fresh possibilities. And with Android™ 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich, you can make the most of every moment, no matter where the day takes you. Try on a new look with a customized user experience, or try something new with crisp, clean looking, high-performance applications.

Ice Cream Sandwich enhancements.

Powerful Voice Input Engine
Dictate entire messages correctly with improved voice-to-text capabilities.

Notification Viewing from Lock Screen
Simply slide the Notification Bar down to see the latest notifications, no need to unlock.

Face Unlock
Use your face (not a picture) to unlock the device with facial recognition technology.

Selectively Clear Notifications by Swiping
No longer do you have to clear all notifications at once. Now you just swipe the one you want to get rid of.

Sweet life.
Smart features.
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